
The pre-existing closers caused Redstone Property Management
significant recurring maintenance cost and they were sick of it.

www.slimpactentrance.com

ENTRANCE ENHANCEMENT
Lincoln Center, Tampa, FL

PROJECT - The Lincoln Center, managed by Redstone, is a 216K square foot Class A Office Asset in the
heart of the Westshore Market, one of the hottest markets in Florida. This property has sustained strong
occupancy in Tampa’s Hottest Office Location for many years. Lincoln’s multi-tenant experience hosts
companies like Humana, Innosource, and Mutual of Omaha Bank, among many others. The Asset has two
main entrances on the North and South orientations. The North Entrance (which was soon remodeled) is used
by visitors and customers, while the rear is primarily tenant traffic.

CHALLENGE - Over the years, Redstone has contacted Rhyno Glass, one of our subsidiaries, for repeated
work regarding their entrance system. The pre-existing closers caused Redstone Property Management
significant recurring maintenance costs, and they were sick of it. In addition, the doors wouldn’t fully close,
there was a tremendous amount of air lost through the doors, and the general aesthetic was outdated.

SOLUTION - Although Redstone had an existing Frameless System, they took advantage of the SEE Program
for several reasons. First, it allowed them to address their concerns based on energy efficiency and air
leakage from the existing system. Second, it upgraded the safety and function by utilizing the SLIMPACT®
robust operating system, which helped them defer maintenance and preserve capital in the long run. Lastly,
they loved the idea of a completely frameless aesthetic. Now Redstone enjoys the only Frameless HVHZ
Exterior Doors and Window Walls; increasing the tenants' experience and overall brand. In the end, Rhyno
completed the entire scope turn key. Rhyno surveyed the project, evaluated structural requirements,
designed, engineered, pulled permits, and conformed to all building code requirements all while not
burdening the tenant experience or having to hire additional trades or construction managers.provided and
the leasing results it helps create.
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